The numbers of web services are increasing rapidly over the last decades. One of the most interesting challenges in using web services is the usage of service composition that allows users to select and invoke composite services. In addition, the characteristic of each service is distinguished based on the quality of service (QoS). QoS is utilized in optimizing decisive factors such as cost or response time that is required by the user in the runtime system. Thus, QoS and service composition problem can be modeled as an optimization problem. In this study, differential evolution and opposition-based learning optimization methods have been proposed to obtain the optimal solution from candidate services. The results show that the proposed method converges faster than others. Therefore, the method is capable to select better composite services in short time.
INTRODUCTION
Web services requester faces challenging tasks when they are looking for a desired web service and at the same time there is no single service that satisfies their request. This challenge can be overcome by service composition, which involves the combination of a number of services to produce complex business processes. Service composition can give benefits and added values in software landscape for numerous areas such as travel agents, government services and biological researches. However, with the increasing number of services, it is obviously different from each service with regard to quality factors such as response time, execution time, cost, reliability and security (Alrifai and Risse, 2010) . Therefore, web service composition problem has led to the determination of optimal solutions because these services should be chosen based on Quality of Service (QoS) (Jula et al., 2014; Mardukhi et al., 2013) .
QoS attributes in the web services, including cost, time and quality, are non-functional properties attached in the service description. The properties can be employed to drive the selection of candidate services and later can be invoked when providers are exposing equivalent web services through compatible interfaces (Siadat et al., 2013) . For example, the user would determine the criteria that they will use to invoke services; the cheaper services, services with fast response time, or services with the highest reliability.
Fast composition process is obviously important for QoS services composition. For instance, a user does not want to wait long when they want to use travel booking services. The user will search for hotel and ticket services in order to find cheaper services and long waiting time in the list of candidate services is not acceptable. The situation is similar for biological research, where searching for a huge list of bio-related services can take very long time due to the large amount of bio-related web services that are currently published. Subsequently, this problem is described as "given a set of composite services that include service orchestration's features (referred to as abstract services) and concrete services, how do we obtain an optimal combination of composite services that satisfy QoS constraints in short time".
Figure 1 (www.taverna.org.uk) depicts an example of service composition in biological research, specifically for a case study in gene-pathway information retrieval. This process is also known as workflow composition. A composite service can be described as a process that involves the execution of several activities. For each activity that is assigned as abstract services (S1-S6), several concrete services exist. Each concrete service has different QoS properties; response time (t), reliability (r), availability (a) and cost (c). The QoS of the overall composite services is obtained by aggregating the QoS of the component services as shown in Fig. 2 . Given m abstract services and n concrete services, there are n m Fig. 1 : A gene-pathway abstract retrieval process possibilities. The search space is discrete since each abstract service needs to choose one concrete service and any combination is possible (Ngoko The solution should be found at runtime. However, finding the solution from this problem is NP Nevertheless, the problem can be tackled using various optimization algorithms and methods, which are discussed briefly in the next section. Ther selection is needed in the runtime process to invoke web service composition.
LITERATURE REVIEW
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DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION FOR SERVICES COMPOSITION
Differential Evolution (DE) is a family of evolutionary algorithm, which is similar to GA (Storn and Price, 1997) . DE is well applied in optimization problems because of its robustness, effectiveness and simple to implement. In previous works, many authors have reported that DE outperformed many optimization methods in terms of convergence speed and robustness (Das and Suganthan, 2010) . Basically, DE starts by initially generating random populations (candidate solutions) if no prior knowledge about the solution space is available. Let assume that I , ˩ = 1,2, . .˚ are the vector of solution in generation G, in which ˚ represents the population size. The next generation of population, called mutation vector, is calculated by adding weighted difference of two randomly selected vectors to a third randomly selected vector as follows:
where, ˩ = {1,2, …˚ } and J1, J2 and J3 are different integers randomly selected from {i}. Then, the crossover operator is applied to produce a trial vector from the mutant vector and the target vector. This process is iterated until the best solution, either from the trial or target vector, is chosen. The most commonly used strategy of DE is DE/best/1/bin. However, similar to other population-based algorithm, the major drawback of DE occurs in long computation time because of its nature in terms of evolution and stochastic. Some methods that are capable of increasing convergence speed by adding extra rules in DE for service composition problems are explained in the next section.
Opposition-based learning:
The original idea of Opposition-Based Learning (OBL) is to estimate the consideration of solution and the opposite solution simultaneously (Rahnamayan et al., 2008) . The results of both estimate and opposite estimation solution are compared to obtain a better candidate solution. By using the opposite candidate solution, the global optimum can be reached in shorter time than the random candidate solution. In other words, the utilization of OBL during population initialization and for a new population during the evolutionary process can speed up convergence time of DE algorithms. In the application of a higher dimension problem, this definition can be extended as follows. Let ˜= (˲ # , ˲ $ , . . , ˲ ) be a point in dimensional space D, where ˲ # , ˲ $ , . . , ˲ ∈ ˞ and ˲ ∈ [I , I ]∀ ∈ {1,2, … , ˖}. The opposite point ˜ = (˲ # , ˲ $ , . . , ˲ ) is defined by:
Opposition-based optimization: Let ˜= (˲ # , ˲ $ , . . , ˲ ) is a candidate solution and ˦(. ) is a fitness function to measure the candidate's fitness. Therefore, if the opposite candidate solution is better than the current candidate solution ˦(˜ ) ≥ ˦(˜) with ˜ = (˲ # , ˲ $ , . . , ˲ ), then point P is replaced with ˜ ; otherwise, the process is continued with P (Xu et al., 2014) . 
PROPOSED METHOD
In DE, a suitable genome must be encoded based on service composition problem to enable the evolution strategy to search for an optimal solution. In this study, a genome is encoded as an integer array. Each integer array contains a number of items that represent abstract services. For each abstract service, it contains an index to the array of the concrete services. Each gene encoded in concrete services in CS i realizes the abstract service S i . The real value stored in the gene represents the preference for selecting concrete service, which is generated randomly in the interval [0, 1] (Canfora et al., 2005) . For example, if the service composition workflow consists of 2 abstract services, S 1 and S 2 and for S 1 , there are 3 alternative concrete services, where S 2 has 2 alternative services, then the concrete services will be chosen based on the greater value of the corresponding concrete services. These preference values are updated during the evolutionary processes in DE. The fitness is assigned to a composite service function of its QoS attributes by using QoS aggregation as shown in Table 1 . The aggregation depends on the composite service architecture, including each of the control construct.
To evaluate the quality of each potential solution, the aggregate objective function is considered in the following equation:
where, w i are the weights that correspond to the importance of each QoS property to the user and R, A, T, C are the aggregated QoS values for the services workflow (Pop et al., 2011a) . The original DE was used as the parent algorithm and the OBL studied in this study was hybridized into two parts of DE; opposition initialization and opposition jumping. Firstly, OBL for initializing population was performed based on the preference of services, which produced opposite population, ˜ . Random population ˜ and opposite population ˜ were compared to select a better population that is close to fitness value. Then, tempPopulation was assigned and mutated by adding weighted difference factor F from 3 vectors as shown in formula (1). The mutation and crossover step are classical DE/rand/1/bin. Then, by applying the similar approach, the next evolutionary process could be forced to jump to a new candidate solution (which is fitter than the current one) by performing opposition jumping. Opposition jumping calculated the opposite of each variable based on the minimum (HH˚ ) and maximum H˓I ) values of variable in the current population, ˛˜ , = HH˚ + H˓I −˜ , where ˩ = 1,2, . .˚ and ˪ = 1,2, … ˖. For the stopping criteria, a maximum of 500 generation was defined, in which no fitness improvement was observed. Figure 2 depicts the overall process of the proposed method.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
The proposed method has been implemented and compared with the existing method based on the DE that applies discrete optimization approach, including TruncDE, XueDE, LongDE and original DE (Pop et al., 2011b) . In our proposed method, OBLDE was set with the following parameters: scaling factor, F = 0.98 and crossover constant, Cr = 0.9. The strategy used for OBLDE was DE/best/1/bin. The population was set to 100, which involved a maximum of 500 generations. The experiments were run 10 times and the result was averaged. Figure 3 illustrates the result obtained with business workflow consists of 10 abstract services m and 20 concrete services n. Based on the result, all methods converged within 200 generations, with OBLDE was close to the global maximum. Figure 4 presents a more complex service workflow involving 40 abstract services and 40 concrete services. The result is similar with the previous result. Therefore, the proposed OBLDE converges faster than other methods.
Moreover, CPU user time was compared with similaralgorithms such as original DE, GA and IP. The number of concrete services was set to 25 and the experiments were executed 10 times and the average values were computed as shown in Fig. 5 . The experiments were performed on a 2.40 GHz Intel(R) Core 2 Duo computer with 1.5 GB, Windows 7 and JRE7. Other methods like IP performed well when the concrete service was small. Substantially, GA, DE and OBLDE demonstrated similar performance. OBLDE requires slightly less computation time due to better population of candidate services, which is utilized with OBL before and during the optimization process.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study proposes a new method for optimizing web service composition using Differential Evolution (DE) and Opposition-Based Learning (OBL) based on QoS properties. The method used DE as the parent algorithm and OBL to improve better candidate services during the initializing population and evolutionary processes. Prior to initialization, the genome is encoded using integer array that stores values of concrete and abstract services. The values are considered as service preference values that lead to the choice of better concrete services in the optimization algorithm. The opposite numbers of service preference value are obtained and compared with randomly generate values. Thus, better service value was selected and served as the initial population. The similar approach, called generation jumping, was used to force new and better candidates' services in the iterative processes. The parameters for the proposed method were set to scaling factor, F = 0.98 and crossover constant, Cr = 0.9. The proposed method was compared with several existing optimization methods. The result shows that the proposed method is capable to find better service to be used for service composition in fast selection compared to other methods. For future work, the researchers intend to simulate more detailed real scenario of service composition using travel agent system and bioinformatics workflow application.
